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Abstract: The traction motor is a crucial component of high-speed electric multiple units, and its
operational reliability is directly impacted by the temperature increase in the bearings. To accurately
predict and simulate the temperature change process of traction motor bearings during operation, a
fluid–solid–thermal simulation analysis model of grease-lubricated deep groove ball bearings was
constructed. This model aimed to simulate the temperature rise of the bearing and the grease flow
process, which was validated through experiments. The results from the simulation analysis and tests
indicate that the temperature in the contact zone between the bearing rolling element and the raceway,
as well as the ring temperature, initially increases to a peak and then gradually decreases, eventually
stabilizing once the bearing’s heat generation power and heat transfer power reach equilibrium.
Furthermore, the established fluid–solid–thermal coupling simulation analysis model can accurately
predict the amount of grease required for effective lubrication in the bearing cavity, which stabilizes
along with the bearing temperature. The findings of this research can serve as a theoretical foundation
and technical support for monitoring the health status of high-speed EMU traction motor bearings.

Keywords: bearing; grease lubrication; fluid–solid–thermal coupling; flow behavior; temperature rise

1. Introduction

In rail transit vehicles such as high-speed electric multiple units, traction motors
play a crucial role in converting electrical energy to kinetic energy. The performance of
these motors directly impacts the driving performance, range, and energy efficiency of
the train. Bearings, as integral components of traction motors, significantly influence the
motor’s performance and lifespan. Selecting appropriate lubricants is essential for optimal
bearing performance [1,2]. Grease lubrication is the primary mode for high-speed EMU
bearings [3], with the lubricant having the shortest service life in bearing parts. Analyzing
the grease condition of the bearing is thus highly significant [4]. The operating conditions
of traction motors are intricate [5], with varying speed, load, and external factors leading to
intense friction and heat generation within the bearing. This can result in lubrication failure,
posing a risk to the safe operation of rolling bearings and potentially causing mechanical
failures [6–8]. Therefore, understanding the temperature rise mechanism of the bearing
and the flow behavior of the grease is crucial to assess bearing performance under complex
conditions like high speed and heavy load. This analysis is essential for predicting and
preventing bearing failure, ultimately enhancing the reliability and stability of traction
motor and high-speed train operations.

Lugt, Velickov, and Tripp [9] conducted a study on the erratic behavior of grease in
bearings, often characterized by a highly variable temperature signal. The temperature
typically increases at the onset of bearing operation, a phenomenon commonly associated
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with grease agitation. The study revealed that the initial filling condition of the bearing
plays a crucial role in determining the lifespan of the grease within the bearing. Xu, Zhang,
Huang, and Wang [10] developed a heat transfer model specific to high-speed railway
bearings, taking into account the unique working conditions and structural characteristics
of double-row tapered roller bearing assemblies. The researchers calculated the heat
source and external heat dissipation of the bearing, established reasonable lubrication
boundary conditions, and created a finite element model using ANSYS 15.0. Chai, Ding,
and Wang [11] utilized the computational fluid dynamics software FLUENT 15.0 to simulate
the flow field in a herringbone grooved bearing, accounting for factors such as viscosity,
temperature, and heat transfer.

Ma, Li, Qiu, Wu, and An [12] proposed a precise calculation model for the heating rate
of grease-lubricated spherical roller bearings using the local heat source analysis method.
They utilized the thermal network method to develop a transient thermal model of the
bearing seat–shaft system. Xiu, Xiu, and Gao [13] focused on the mathematical model of the
oil film temperature field of ultra-high-speed dynamic and static pressure sliding bearings.
They conducted numerical simulations of the oil film temperature field of the bearing using
FLUENT 11.0 software. These simulations not only allow for the prediction of the flow state
and thermal performance of the bearing oil but also facilitate the identification of design
flaws in the bearing, providing valuable insights for improving bearing design. Wang,
Sun, Chang, and Liu [14] utilized the computational fluid dynamics method to establish
a flow analysis model of grease lubrication in the bearing cavity, considering the flow
characteristics of grease during bearing operation. They conducted a detailed analysis of
the flow characteristics of grease lubrication in the bearing cavity. Furthermore, Zhang, Lin,
Fan, Su, and Lu [15] employed ANSYS FLUENT 19.2 software to investigate and analyze
the temperature fields of two oil chambers with the same speed, thickness, and bearing
area of the oil cavity. They summarized the temperature distribution patterns of the two
cavity oil films.

Since the mid-20th century, Palmgren [16] utilized the bearing friction torque test
method to derive an empirical formula for calculating the frictional moment of bearings.
Deng, Xie, Liao, Zhou, and Deng [17–19] further developed a formula for calculating the
friction moment of high-speed angular contact ball bearings through bearing dynamic
analysis. They also investigated the correlation between axial preload, cage structural
parameters, and bearing friction moment. Harris and Kotzalas [20] introduced a method
for calculating local heat generation in ball bearings and analyzing bearing temperature
using a thermal grid method. Ai, Wang, Wang, and Zhao [21] established a thermal mesh
model for a double-row tapered roller bearing based on the generalized Ohm’s law. They
explored the impact of rotational speed, filling grease ratio, and roller diameter on bearing
temperature. Additionally, Takabi and Khonsari [22,23] developed a bearing thermal
analysis model to examine the relationship between lubricating oil viscosity, convection
coefficient, temperature gradient, and thermally induced preload in bearings. De-xing,
Weifang, and Miaomiao [24–26] considered the influence of lubricating oil and thermal
expansion to establish a thermal grid analysis model of bearings and analyzed the factors
that cause the temperature rise of bearings. Local temperature rises in bearings can affect
fluid density and viscosity as a result of a variety of phenomena, including elastic flow
lubrication and rolling/sliding friction [27,28]. While these are important phenomena
to consider when modeling lubricated elliptical contacts, they are beyond the scope of
current work and CFD capabilities, and the fluid is considered isothermal throughout
the simulation [29]. Nevertheless, this approach is not applicable for analyzing grease
lubricated bearings, as grease viscosity varies significantly with temperature and heat
generation is dynamic, precluding isothermal considerations. Some researchers have
conducted simulations and analyses of the temperature distribution in grease-lubricated
bearings to determine the optimal grease filling amount under operational conditions.
However, there is limited research on the changes in grease flow behavior within the
bearing cavity.
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During the test, the temperature of the grease-lubricated deep groove ball bearing
in the traction motor increases significantly after the initial grease filling, leading to an
alarm from the temperature detector. To better understand the mechanism behind this
temperature rise, it is crucial to accurately simulate the entire process. Existing research
primarily focuses on heat generation and transfer calculations to determine the final stable
temperature of the bearing. However, these studies often overlook the impact of lubricant
viscosity changes on heat generation and do not consider heat transfer to the bearing
seat or air convection. This dynamic process, from the start of operation to the bearing
temperature reaching equilibrium, is critical as the maximum temperature of the outer ring
influences the temperature monitoring element’s threshold setting. This paper introduces a
novel approach that considers the effects of grease viscosity and temperature on bearing
friction power consumption. By treating temperature as a variable and grease viscosity as
an intermediary, the frictional power consumption at different contact zone temperatures
is calculated. An iterative method is employed to analyze the variable friction power
consumption conditions, providing insights into the overall temperature rise process of the
bearing. A fluid–solid thermal analysis model is utilized to investigate the temperature rise
behavior mechanism and grease fluidity in grease-lubricated deep groove ball bearings of
traction motors, with experimental validation confirming the simulation’s accuracy.

2. Establishment of a Fluid–Solid–Thermal Coupling Model

To comprehensively study the temperature rise behavior mechanism and grease
flow behavior of grease-lubricated bearings, it is essential to consider the heat generation
and heat transfer characteristics of the bearings, as well as the dynamic characteristics
of the fluid–structure interaction model. The process involves establishing a bearing
dynamics model to determine the friction source and calculate the frictional heat, followed
by the establishment of thermal conductivity, convection, and thermal radiation models
for the bearings. The calculated results serve as thermal boundary conditions for the
fluid–solid–thermal coupling simulation model, which is used to analyze the temperature
rise characteristics of the bearing and the fluidity of the grease.

2.1. Heat Generation Model

The power consumption of the traction motor bearing in the service state results from
various factors. This includes friction power consumption between the steel ball and the
raceway due to material elastic hysteresis and frictional power dissipation between the
steel ball and the raceway due to differential sliding. Spin sliding friction power dissipation
due to the steel ball moves relative to the raceway. The rotation of the steel ball is influenced
by fluid flow resistance and stirring resistance, leading to viscous loss in the steel ball oil
film. Additionally, frictional power dissipation arises from hydrodynamic lubrication and
relative sliding between the bearing ring guide surface and the cage [30].

Htotal = HE + HD + HS + Hcb + HL (1)

where Htotal is the total frictional power consumption of the bearing, HE is the elastic
hysteresis friction power consumption between the ball and the raceway, HD is the friction
power consumption caused by the differential sliding between the ball and the raceway,
HS is the frictional power consumption caused by the spin of the ball, HL is the frictional
power consumption of viscous stirring loss, and Hcb is the friction power consumption
between the cage and the ball.

This friction power consumption is further divided into four parts for thermal bound-
ary setting in fluid–structure interaction simulation models: friction between the ball and
the inner ring, friction between the ball and the outer ring, friction caused by sliding
between the ball and the cage, and friction from viscous stirring loss in the cage. According
to the calculation of the bearing dynamics model, with the change in lubricant temperature,
the change trend of the friction power consumption value of each part is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of bearing heat transfer. 

Figure 1. Effect of grease temperature on frictional power consumption.

With the increase in grease temperature in the contact zone, the total friction power
consumption of the bearing shows a gradual decreasing trend, and the decreasing rate
becomes smaller and smaller. The total frictional power consumption follows the same
trend as the viscosity of the grease as a function of temperature, with viscous stirring loss
contributing the most, followed by friction between the ball and the cage, and the least
coming from friction between the ball and the inner and outer rings.

2.2. Heat Transfer Model

There are three forms of heat transfer, heat conduction between solids, heat convection
between solids and fluids, and two thermal radiations separated from each other by space.
According to the real working conditions of the traction motor bearing during the test
operation, the heat transfer diagram of the bearing is shown in Figure 2, where Q1 and
Q2 are the parts of the ball and the inner and outer raceways in contact with the heat
conduction, Q3 and Q4 are the parts of the heat convection between the ball and the grease,
Q5 and Q6 are the parts of the heat conduction between the outer ring of the bearing and
the inner ring of the bearing and the bearing seat, respectively, Q7 and Q8 are the parts of
heat convection between the grease and the bearing seat of the grease storage chamber on
the left and right sides, and Q9 is the part of the heat convection between the bearing seat
and the air.
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Heat conduction refers to the heat transfer from an object with a high temperature
to an object with a low temperature due to the movement between molecules when two
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objects are in contact. It occurs in the form of heat flux density, and the energy transfer
formula is as follows, which can be used to calculate Q1, Q2, Q5, and Q6:

Q0 = qn · S = −λ
∂T
∂n

· S (2)

where qn—heat flux, W/m2; S—thermal conduction contact area, m2; λ—thermal conduc-
tivity, W/(m · K); ∂T

∂n —rate of change in temperature.
Convective heat transfer refers to the heat exchange that occurs when a fluid flows

through a solid wall. Convective heat transfer can be divided into natural convection and
forced convection, and the convective heat transfer formula is as follows, which can be
used to calculate Q3, Q4, Q7, Q8, and Q9:

Qn = hv · S(Tw − Tf) (3)

where Tw—wall temperature, ◦C; Tf—fluid temperature, ◦C; S—convection area, m2; hv—
convective heat transfer coefficient.

In the oil–air lubrication system, the heat dissipation in the bearing cavity is mainly
completed by the forced convection of compressed air. Therefore, in this paper, the con-
vection coefficient calculation model of the ball bearing model proposed by Crecelius
et al. [31] is selected to calculate the convective heat transfer coefficient of each surface of
the ball bearing.

hv = 0.0986
[

n
v
(1 ± Dw cosα

dm
)

]1/2
λfP

1/3
r (4)

where n—bearing working speed, r/min; v—the kinematic viscosity of the lubricant, m2/s;
dm—bearing pitch diameter, mm; λf—thermal conductivity of fluids; Pr—Plante number.

2.3. The Bearing Simulation Model Was Established
2.3.1. Establishment of Coupling Analysis Model

The fluid–solid thermal coupling analysis model is established to show the solution
idea more intuitively. The algorithm flow chart is shown in Figure 3.
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Firstly, the working condition parameters and structure parameters of the bearing
are input, and the differential equations of bearing dynamics are established [30]. The
Runge–Kutta method is used to solve. When the results converge, six kinds of friction
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power consumption in the bearing are calculated. Then, the friction power consumption is
input into Fluent for simulation analysis, and the temperature, grease leakage, and grease
flow rate are solved. Then, the influence of the temperature on bearing parameters and
friction power consumption is calculated to achieve the coupling analysis.

The fourth-order Runge–Kutta method is an iterative method commonly used to solve
systems of nonlinear differential equations. The solution principle is as follows:

y′ = f(t, y)
y(t0) = y0
yn+1 = yn + h

6 (k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4)
(5)


k1 = f(tn, yn)

k2 = f(tn + h
2 , yn + h

2 k1)

k3 = f(tn + h
2 , yn + h

2 k2)
k4 = f(tn + h, yn + k3)

(6)

Thus, the next value (yn+1) is determined by the initial value (yn), the product of
iteration step h, and the slope(k) of an estimate. The slope is the weighted average of the
following slopes:

slope
h
6
(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4) (7)

2.3.2. Establishment of Geometric Model

In this paper, a deep groove ball bearing for the nontransmission end of a high-speed
rail traction motor is used as the object to construct a temperature field simulation and
analysis model. The bearing model is 6215, the specific structural parameters are shown in
Table 1, and the physical-property-related parameters are shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Structural parameters of bearings.

Parameter Meaning Value Parameter Meaning Value

d Inside diameter 75 mm D Outside diameter 130 mm
B Width 25 mm dm Bearing pitch diameter 102.5 mm

fi
Coefficient of curvature radius of

inner raceway groove 0.5097 fe
Coefficient of curvature radius

of outer raceway groove 0.5268

DW Steel ball diameter 17.462 mm N Number of steel balls 11
λ Radial clearance 46~71 µm E0 The elastic modulus of steel 2.08 × 1011 Pa

Cr Basic dynamic radial load rating 66,000 N Cor Basic static radial load rating 49,500 N

Table 2. Physical parameters of the fluid–solid model.

Rings and Ball
(Bearing Steel)

Cage
(Brass)

Bearing Seat
(Grey Cast Iron) Grease

Density (kg/m3) 7850 8300 7200 880
Specific heat (j/kg·k) 475 385 447 1845

Thermal conductivity (w/m·k) 44.5 118 39.2 0.145

Mesh was drawn and calculated by using FLUENT 2021 R1 software. In order to
improve the efficiency of data processing and ensure the accuracy of simulation data,
the following simplifications are made in the establishment of geometric models without
affecting the accuracy of simulation analysis results:

(1) The cage rivet has little influence on the temperature field analysis of the whole
bearing, so the cage structure is simplified and drawn as an ordinary cage in the
pre-treatment modeling.

(2) Ignore the chamfer design of the bearing in the actual test operation, reduce the
number of meshes and the difficulty of drawing, and improve the accuracy of meshes.
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(3) The diameter of the rolling element is taken as the minimum size within the tolerance
range so as to increase the gap with the inner and outer ring raceways and reduce the
calculation difficulty of the overall model.

(4) During the operation of the bearing, the ball is not in direct contact with the inner and
outer rings, and a lubricating film will be formed in the contact area. The empirical
formula of oil film thickness (8) is fully considered in flow field modeling, and mesh
refinement is carried out in this area.

h0 = 2.69
α0.53(η0u)0.67R0.466

x

E0.073
0 Q0.067

max
(1 − 0.61e−0.72K) (8)

where Rx is the equivalent radius of curvature of the ball along the rolling direction;
Qmax is the maximum load on the ball; K is the ellipticity of the contact ellipse; E0 is the
equivalent elastic modulus; α is the pressure index of viscosity; η0 is the dynamic viscosity
at atmospheric pressure; u is the average surface velocity.

The result of the volume mesh division of the simulation model is shown in Figure 4.
The radial section of the bearing is taken to show the mesh division.
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Figure 4. Draw the model volume mesh. The air domain and bearing seat are selected with a mesh
size of 0.5 mm. The inner and outer rings and cages are selected with a mesh size of 0.3 mm. The
balls and bearing cavity areas are divided into tetrahedral meshes of 0.2 mm. At least three layers of
boundary mesh are added to the fluid–structure coupling boundary, and the mesh accuracy meets
the calculation requirements.

2.3.3. Boundary Condition Settings

Figure 5 shows a simplified simulation model of fluid–structure interaction, which
consists of the air–fluid domain, the simplified model of the bearing seat, the inner and
outer rings of the bearing, and the grease fluid domain (red wireframe selection area).
Among them, the outermost layer is the air layer, the outermost air wall is set to be room
temperature, the air and the bearing seat are convection heat exchange, the bearing seat
wraps the bearing and the grease storage chamber, the inner ring is in contact with the
shaft, the heat dissipation performance of the bearing seat is better than that of the shaft,
and the heat dissipation of the shaft is not considered. The grease outlet is the red ring
shown in the diagram, and the outlet is convection air by default.

According to the bearing heat generation analysis mentioned above, the value of
friction power consumption corresponding to different operating temperatures of the
grease is calculated. The frictional power consumption varies with the viscosity of the
lubricant and the viscosity of the grease varies with the temperature of the contact zone,
as shown in Figure 6. Therefore, it is difficult to set the thermal boundary of the bearing
temperature field simulation, and this paper proposes an iterative method of bearing grease
temperature and bearing friction power consumption to realize the setting of variable
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friction power consumption boundary conditions. A simplified, iterative schematic is
shown in Figure 7.
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The working condition of Figure 6 is 6.9 KN radial load, no axial load, and the
rotational speed is 4800 r/min. A line plot of the total frictional power consumption of
the bearing as a function of contact zone temperature and grease viscosity is calculated.
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The viscosity temperature curve of the grease exhibited a similar trend to the friction
power consumption curve of the bearing. It was observed that higher grease viscosity
led to increased heat generation from grease stirring, resulting in greater friction power
consumption of the bearing in this specific working condition, and vice versa.

The iterative principle of variable frictional power consumption as the thermal bound-
ary condition is that the monitoring point of the grease temperature change in the bearing
cavity is set firstly, and the initial frictional power consumption at room temperature of
25 ◦C is taken as the initial thermal boundary. After starting the simulation, when the
grease temperature in the contact zone rises to 40 ◦C, the frictional power consumption in
the grease operating environment of 40 ◦C is set. Then, the simulation continues, and the
above operations are repeated to complete the approximate iteration and realize the input
of thermal boundary conditions under variable operating conditions. Smaller tempera-
ture spans led to higher iterative accuracy and a more realistic depiction of the bearing’s
temperature rise process.

3. Transient Simulation and Analysis of Grease-Lubricated Bearings

The speed of the inner ring is 4800 r/min, the outer ring is fixed, and the rotational
speeds of the cage and the balls are calculated according to the bearing dynamics. The
rolling parameter is taken as the boundary condition of the motion wall. With the bearing
cavity filled with grease, and the grease occupying 50% of both the left and right grease
storage chambers, transient simulation analysis was conducted to analyze the two-phase
distribution of oil and gas and the temperature rise of the bearing. The study observed the
temperature rise and distribution in a bearing as the grease temperature detection point
reached different temperatures over time. Three grease monitoring points near the raceway
were selected to reflect the grease temperature by averaging their values.

3.1. Temperature Field Analysis of Grease-Lubricated Bearings

Before the simulation began, three grease monitoring points near the raceway were
selected to reflect the grease temperature in the bearing cavity by averaging the average
value. As the temperature of the monitoring point rises, the variable frictional power
consumption is used as the boundary condition. The temperature distribution of the
outer and inner ring temperatures of the bearing as the grease monitoring points reach
different temperatures over the simulation time is analyzed, as shown in Figures 8 and 9.
In order to facilitate the observation of the temperature rise of the bearing, the maximum
temperature and minimum temperature of the inner and outer rings of the bearing are
drawn as curves, as shown in Figure 10. The monitoring points record the change in the
average temperature of the inner and outer rings of the bearing with the number of iteration
steps. The temperature rise curve of the inner and outer rings of the bearing is shown in
Figure 11.
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Observe the temperature distribution of the outer and inner rings of the bearings in
Figures 8 and 9. As the simulation time increases, the overall temperature of the bearing
shows an upward trend. The temperature distribution in the outer ring in Figure 8c is
obviously not as uniform as in Figure 8a. The reason is that the inner ring of the bearing
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is mated to the spindle, and the outer ring is fixed to the bearing housing. The grease is
deposited in the lower part of the bearing due to gravity, and the heat generated by the
grease stirring is high. There is heat conduction between the bearing and the bearing seat
in the upper part, and the convection heat dissipation of the air occurs. As a result, the
temperature distribution of the outer ring of the bearing shows that the temperature of the
upper half of the ring is less than that of the lower half of the ring. Since the inner ring
rotates with the shaft, the overall temperature distribution uniformity of the inner ring is
better than that of the outer ring.

As can be seen from Figure 10, the temperature of the inner ring of the bearing is
higher than that of the outer ring of the bearing. With the increase in running time, the
temperature of the inner and outer rings shows an upward trend, but the temperature
growth rate gradually decreases. From the graph of the interaction between viscosity,
temperature, and frictional power consumption of the grease in Figure 6, it can be seen that
the lower the viscosity, the smaller the frictional power consumption, so the temperature
growth rate is reduced. The trend of the temperature rise pattern of the inner and outer
rings of the bearing is consistent with that of Figure 6.

The red line in Figure 11 represents the temperature rise curve of the average temper-
ature in the contact zone of the inner ring. The blue line represents the temperature rise
curve of the average temperature of the bearing outer ring. During the temperature rise
process, the heat generation of the bearing is more than the heat dissipation. When the
bearing is operated for a period of time, the temperature of the outer ring of the bearing
gradually reaches a maximum of 108 ◦C. The cavity temperature is high and the grease is
sheared and thinned. This process discharges excess grease out of the bearing cavity. The
heat generated by the grease stirring in the cavity is reduced, and the bearing temperature
is reduced. When there is only a moderate amount of grease left in the bearing cavity and it
is effectively lubricated, the heat generation and heat dissipation reach an equilibrium state.
At the end of the run-in phase, the temperature of the outer ring of the bearing reaches an
equilibrium of 57 ◦C.

3.2. Simulation Analysis of Grease Flow Behavior

The flow behavior of the grease in the bearing cavity was analyzed under the condition
that the bearing cavity was full of grease and the grease of the left and right grease chambers
accounted for 50%, and the initial grease filling amount is shown in Figure 12. The red area
represents the grease area, the blue area represents the gas cavity area, and the blank area
is the inner and outer rings of the bearing, the bearing seat, and the shaft. Figure 13 shows
the radial and axial cross-sections of the bearing cavity and the flux of grease at the outlet
at different temperatures at the monitoring point.
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The grease chamber is initially filled with 50% grease, and under the effect of gravity,
the grease collects in the lower half ring of the grease chamber. As the bearing rotates,
the grease in the bearing cavity is squeezed to both sides of the grease chamber. Due to
the presence of inertial centrifugal force, the grease is thrown to the upper half ring of the
grease chamber as shown in Figure 13a. The temperature of the grease at the monitoring
point increases as the running time increases. The grease flows out of the outlet and the
amount of grease in the bearing cavity and grease chamber decreases. The reason for this
is that the temperature increases the viscosity of the grease and the phenomenon of shear
thinning of the grease occurs.

In order to study the temperature rise mechanism and grease flow behavior during
bearing operation, it is important to investigate the amount of grease involved in effective
lubrication in the contact zone. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the amount of residual
grease in the bearing cavity. The simulation results are shown in Figure 14, and the formula
for calculating the amount of residual grease in the bearing cavity is as follows.

M = M0 +
∫ t

t0

wi − wodt (9)

where M0 is the initial grease filling mass, kg; wi is the amount of grease flowing into the
bearing per unit time, kg/s; wo is the amount of grease flowing out of the bearing per unit
time, kg/s.

With the rotation of the inner ring, cage, and ball bearing, a large amount of grease in
the bearing cavity rushes into the grease chambers on both sides. This leads to a sudden
drop in the amount of grease in the bearing cavity and an increase in the amount of grease
in the grease chambers on both sides, at which time the rate of flow out of the bearing
cavity reaches a maximum. The flow state of the grease is gradually stabilized with the
increase in the running time. The amount of grease in the bearing cavity and the grease
chambers fluctuates and tends to be in dynamic equilibrium. The rate of grease inflow
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and outflow in the bearing cavity fluctuates above and below the 0 scale. As shown in the
partially enlarged Figure 14b, the amount of grease in the bearing cavity after reaching the
dynamic equilibrium fluctuates above and below 10.45 g.
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The mass flow rate at the bearing outlet is shown in Figure 15. The amount of grease
in the bearing cavity and in the grease chamber is much greater than the amount required
for bearing lubrication. At the beginning of the bearing operation, the grease outflow
rate at the outlet is high. Because of the large amount of grease in the initial period, the
heat generated by stirring is large. When the temperature inside the bearing cavity rises,
the viscosity of the grease decreases, aggravating the grease outflow. When the bearing
completes the break-in stage, the grease content in the bearing cavity reaches the optimum,
the temperature reaches the equilibrium state, and the grease discharge behavior at the
outlet stops.
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4. Test Verification of the Temperature Field of Grease-Lubricated Bearings

To verify the accuracy of the above simulation model and simulation results, a current
bearing testing machine is used to verify the temperature rise change of the outer ring
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of the bearing as well as verify the residual amount of grease in the bearing cavity once
the bearing is running stably. The testing machine mainly includes the main body of the
testing machine, power system, axial and radial loading system, temperature sensor and
data acquisition system and other components; the testing machine is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Bearing temperature rise testing machine.

The test condition is radial load of 6.9 KN and no axial load, the rotational speed is
4800 r/min, and the length of the test is 600 min. The temperature of the outer ring of the
bearing measured by the temperature sensor of the testing machine is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Temperature rise curve of the outer ring of the bearing.

As can be seen in the figure, during the time period of 0–140 min of the test, the
temperature rises sharply due to the large friction power consumption in the bearing cavity,
where heat generation is much higher than heat dissipation. The maximum temperature of
107 ◦C was reached in 140 min. In the time period of 140–400 min, the temperature in the
bearing cavity is high, and the viscosity of the grease decreases. At this time, the grease
discharge rate at the outlet reaches the maximum, the stirring heat is greatly reduced, and
the bearing outer ring temperature is reduced. When the test time reaches 400 min, the
heat generation and dissipation reach equilibrium. At this time, the amount of grease
in the bearing cavity reaches the optimum, and the temperature is finally stabilized at
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57.4 ◦C. Compared with the previous simulation results in Figure 11, the error of the peak
temperature of the outer ring of the bearing is 0.93%, and the error of the final stabilized
temperature is 0.69%, so the simulation results are consistent with the test results.

Before the test begins, the net weight of the bearing element in the unfilled state
is weighed. After the testing machine runs for 600 min, the bearings are unloaded and
weighed again. The weight of the bearing is shown in Figure 18.
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The total weight of the bearing and the grease is 1367.3 g, of which the net weight of
the bearing is 1351 g, and the weight of the grease in the bearing cavity is 11.3 g. Compared
with the remaining grease in the bearing cavity simulated above, the simulation error is
7.52%. The amount of residual grease in the bearing cavity accounts for 25.57% of the initial
filling amount. The simulation results are highly accurate, and the margin of grease in the
bearing cavity can be simulated and predicted more accurately.

There are several reasons for the error between the simulation value and the exper-
imental value. Simulation cannot completely fit the actual modeling, there is a certain
simplification. Some parts of the grid drawing of the model are not fine enough. And
the test is affected by indoor humidity, air flow, and other environmental factors, some of
which cannot be fully considered in the simulation analysis. The above factors cause some
deviation between simulation and test values.

5. Conclusions

This study focuses on accurately predicting temperature rise in high-speed EMU
traction motor bearings. A fluid–solid–thermal simulation analysis model was constructed
for grease-lubricated deep groove ball bearings. The simulation of temperature rise and
grease flow behavior was validated through experiments. The findings offer a theoretical
foundation and technical assistance for monitoring the health of traction motor bearings in
high-speed EMUs. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) A transient temperature field simulation method considering multi-factor heat dissipa-
tion and variable friction power consumption is proposed, which accurately predicts
the change process of temperature between ball and raceway, as well as outer ring
temperature during grease homogenization. The temperature in the bearing con-
tact zone and ring initially increases to the maximum and then gradually decreases.
Finally, it tends to stabilize once heat generation and dissipation reach equilibrium.

(2) The fluid–solid–thermal coupling simulation analysis model can accurately predict the
content of grease involved in effective lubrication in the bearing cavity, which tends to
stabilize with the stability of the bearing temperature. The simulation analysis results
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and test results show that the grease content in the 6215 bearing cavity stabilizes at
25.57% of the initial filling amount.

(3) In a comparison of simulation and experimental results, the error of the peak temper-
ature of the outer ring is 0.93%, the error of the final stable temperature is 0.69%, and
the error of the residual amount of grease in the bearing cavity is 7.52%, which prove
the accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed simulation model.
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